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Connect Your
Warehouse in
Real-Time with
K.Motion Collect
for GP

Introduction
posts real-time data into Dynamics GP order entry,
production, and shipping to provide employees across
the organization with the information they need to
work smarter and faster. Timely, accurate inventory
and materials information accelerates distribution
and manufacturing operations to increase customer
satisfaction. Elimination of paperwork and manual
data entries reduces errors, drives productivity, and
simplifies training.

When your warehouse data is disconnected from
Microsoft Dynamics GP, people across your organization
waste time tracking down inventory and looking for
materials. Break down the digital silos to streamline
warehouse and manufacturing operations with clear
insight into current, accurate inventory.
Helping you to work smarter and faster
K.Motion Collect for GP is the ONLY WMS (Warehouse
Management Solution) that integrates directly and

Share the Microsoft Dynamics GP
database with live data
• Direct data integration with Microsoft Dynamics
GP Manufacturing, SOP, POP, Inventory
• Optimized warehouse management for
medium and large enterprise running Microsoft
Dynamics GP
• More than a thousand configuration options,
providing the fastest time to value of any
solution on the market

WMS built for distributors and
manufacturers
• Accurate inventory location data to eliminate
time spent “looking around” for materials

K.Motion Collect for GP balances physical and
transactional inventory factors to deliver the fast
order turnaround that today’s customers expect with:
• Automated data collection (ADC) and barcoding
to eliminate data entry and reduce errors

• WIP sequence tracking to improve visibility of
WIP materials throughout the manufacturing
process

• Guided put-away functions to ensure items are
located in the correct bin locations from the
start

• Lot or serial traceability that saves time identifying
recall items from the warehouse through
production

• Workflows that automatically generate guided
picking, display picking & packing notes, print
labels, and invoices to simplify the fulfilment
process
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End-to-end warehouse
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K.Motion Collect for GP embeds WMS data directly
into Dynamics GP, so there is no time lag on data
updates or manual posting required. With realtime, two-way data visibility, your organization
can quickly increase efficiency for put away,
movement, and fulfillment. Automated workflows
and directed tasks are delivered to mobile devices
to maximize efficiency and drastically reduce
operational costs.

helps automate and streamline operations for
discrete or process manufacturers—including
manufacture to stock and manufacture to order
workflows.
All this functionality is supported by a team of
experts in warehouse management. With more
than 20 years of experience and 400+ successful
implementations, we will help you optimize and
extend your current workflows, processes and
procedures to quickly realize the benefits of a fully
integrated WMS.

Full integration to GP Manufacturing, Horizons,
and Vicinity solutions supports all types of
manufacturing operations. K.Motion Collect for GP
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Easy to learn and use
Simple and intuitive
K.Motion Collect for GP requires little
training – it’s simple and intuitive
for warehouse workers to use. Realtime information and feedback gives
workers step-by-step guidance on
what and where to pick. With no manual
data entry, errors are eliminated and
Dynamics GP is updated accurately.
To ensure a high-quality hand-held
user experience, we perform extensive
compatibility testing on hardware.
Through premier partnerships with
Zebra Technologies®, Honeywell® and
other leading hardware manufacturers,
we support the best barcode scanning
technology available today.

Warehouse insights for datadriven decisions
The tight integration with Dynamics
GP provides managers with real-time
insight into the metrics that drive your
daily operations with:

assignments, inventory placement,
and shipment management
• Capture of actual costing through
hand-held labor and machine time
• Clear visibility to important
warehouse and employee metrics
like most efficient picker/receiver,
receiving/picking cycle times, picking
accuracy, and much more

Build a Competitive Edge with
K.Motion Collect for GP
With tight resources and relentless
competitive pressure, you need a
technology partner with a proven
track record. At Körber Supply Chain,
our advanced, proven solutions for
the warehouse, transportation, and
logistics ecosystem will support
your supply chain for the future. We
can help you take control of data to
achieve greater efficiency, uncover
actionable insights, and stay ahead of
the competition.

Services and support to
deliver fast ROI
Our professional service consultants
are experts in warehouse logistics and
Microsoft Dynamics® GP to help you
optimize operations. Following a proven
project methodology, we ensure each
unique K.Motion Collect for GP project
is installed correctly and efficiently
for a smooth transition to a more
streamlined, automated distribution or
manufacturing operation.
Our experienced and knowledgeable
support team uses state-of-the-art
technology to connect with your
system remotely to diagnose and
correct issues should there be any. The
annual maintenance contract provides
unlimited telephone support, unlimited
incidents, and forward compatibility for
your K.Motion Collect for GP.

• Reporting and data visualization
that simplifies decisions for staff

Let’s talk about how
we can help you build
a competitive edge.

Find out more
Contact Robert Waugh today at:
800.328.3271 ext. 1909 | cell: 734.748.9291
Robert.Waugh@korber-supplychain.com
https://dynamicsgpwms.highjump.com/

See how extending K.Motion Collect for GP into
your warehouse and manufacturing facility will
drive efficiency and support profitable customer
relationships.
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